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• The BILD International PBS Conference was the largest gathering of 
Practitioner's, Researchers & Internationally renowned PBS Experts 
from across the globe.

• The theme for this years Conference was Implementing PBS in 
Support Services & Support Organisations. 

• Havencare attended the Conference which were Kelly Avery, Ricky 
Callow, Lorna Towers & Dayle Gilbert. The 
Conference was set across 3 days at the 
Birmingham Conference Centre.

• The 3 days involved Group Seminars, Keynotes &
focused Workshops from a variety of
PBS speakers & Researchers.



What does good 
Active Support &
PBS look like?

By Professor Julie Beadle Brown
Tizzard Centre

.

• Julie spoke about good person-centred active support & how its people 
engaging in a range of meaningful activities and relationships that vary in 
nature & grow over time. 

• This workshop was very powerful in bringing it back to the basics of 
Support in terms of imbedding Active Support & engaging/ promoting skills 
teaching within a support team. PBS focuses on the positive, preventative & 
educational/training approaches that give people skills & improves their 
quality of life, but Active Support is the foundation to this. 

• Skills Teaching is a vital part of PBS in helping
develop people’s skills & independence
to improve their Quality of Life &
empower change. 



Active Support in a 
Supporting Living
Environment?

By Professor  Christine Bigby

.

• Christine spoke & discussed about how important the use of Active Support 
is within a Supported Living Environment.

• Active Support & Skills Teaching need to be the core engagement within the 
support given to able PBS for that Individual.  

• On average, people are disengaged waiting for something to happen for 50 
minutes in every hour. 

• People are engaged in social activity (e.g., talking to support workers or other 
residents) or non-social activity (e.g., cooking, cleaning, watching TV) for an 
average of 10 minutes in every hour.



Supportive 
Environments, 
improving 
Quality of Life & 
reducing CB 

By Behaviouralist Sandy Toogood 

.

• Physical Environment - Is all of the things we are able to sense, hear, 
taste, touch, & feel. 

• Social Environment - Is the range of social contacts we have with 
others outside in the social community. “The power to evoke 
behaviour is greatest when it is absent”. “IF we have no one to spend 
time with, we may THEN seek contact with others”. 

• Tangible Environment - The tangible environment is everything that 
exists or the things we can physically hold, eat & drink.

• Task Demand Environment - The task environment is the pattern, 
level & type of demand that exists in our life & the ability to 
understand & meet that need.

• Inner World Environment - Our inner-world is another type of 
environment that effects what we do but only we can express.



Up Scaling PBS

By PBS Practitioner Dave Williams
Workforce Lead for LD & Autism   

.

Scaling up PBS is about spreading the implementation so more 
people have access to it & Involving more colleagues/ fellow-
workers in using PBS.  Also developing systems to make PBS 
more sustainable & ensuring that we don’t just focus on the 
Training.

So how do WE do this …

• Form a team, get others interested, meet regularly & plan 
ahead.

• Have a long-term vision for what you hope to achieve.
• Develop an action plan, plan how you can gradually expand 

implementation.
• Have good examples & case studies to

demonstrate success to others.
• Start small & gradually work to

increase PBS.
• Create success & build on it.



https://vimeo.com/277258141


